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I am getting a browser access denied error with the following code: &password="> Register My code
simply redirects me to a page that says a user account was created successfully, but after the user's
login, I am not redirected back to the registration page and am instead sent to the 'Access Denied'
page. I tried some other forms of input in my forms, including using read/write methods for the
password, like so: "/> But this didn't work either. Anyone have any ideas? I am pretty new to this so
any help will be appreciated! EDIT: Solved, thanks to the user below. To solve it, I used the php
function, md5(). For example, "/> However, I had to do a little more work for the rest of the form. I
ended up doing this: "/> Note: md5() needs to be in quotes. (See second edit) A: You are not quoting
the user name, try this: "/> A: This is a security feature to protect against XSS (Cross-site scripting)
attacks. Unfortunately, a simple back slash won't help: "/> You need to use
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